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ABSTRACT
Speculative side-channel attacks have forced computer architects to rethink speculative execution. Effectively preventing microarchitectural state from leaking sensitive information will be a key requirement in future processor design.

An important limitation of many secure speculation schemes is a reduction in the available memory parallelism, as unsafe loads (depending on the particular scheme) are blocked, as they might potentially leak information. Our contribution is to show that it is possible to recover some of this lost memory parallelism, by safely predicting the addresses of these loads in a threat-model transparent way, i.e., without worsening the security guarantees of the underlying secure scheme. To demonstrate the generality of the approach, we apply it to three different secure speculation schemes: Non-speculative Data Access (NDA), Speculative Taint Tracking (STT), and Delay-on-Miss (DoM).

An address predictor is trained on non-speculative data, and can afterwards predict the addresses of unsafe slow-to-issue loads, preloading the target registers with speculative values, that can be released faster on correct predictions than starting the entire load process. This new perspective on speculative execution encompasses all loads, and gives speedups, separately from prefetching.

We call the address-predicted counterparts of loads Doppelganger Loads. They give notable performance improvements for the three secure speculation schemes we evaluate, NDA, STT, and DoM. The Doppelganger Loads reduce the geometric mean slowdown by 42%, 48%, and 30% respectively, as compared to an unsafe baseline, for a wide variety of SPEC2006 and SPEC2017 benchmarks. Furthermore, Doppelganger Loads can be efficiently implemented with only minor core modifications, reusing existing resources such as a stride prefetcher, and most importantly, requiring no changes to the memory hierarchy outside the core.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Superscalar architectures; • Security and privacy → Hardware-based security protocols.

1 INTRODUCTION
With the disclosure of Spectre [26] many architectures, previously considered secure, were shown to be unsafe because speculative execution in large part disregarded security vulnerabilities. Since their original introduction, many variations of the attacks have been developed [2, 8, 10, 12, 35, 42, 51], and early mitigation strategies [3, 4, 6, 7, 19, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 38–41, 47, 49, 52–56] strive to comprehensively eliminate speculative side-channel attacks at acceptable overheads.

Speculative attacks exploit two key properties of modern computer architectures: First, they rely on transient instructions, which are instructions that are being executed due to an incorrect prediction in the core or as part of delayed exception handling, and that are bound to be squashed. Transient loads are used to access secrets, albeit only for a limited period of time. Second, they rely on side-channels, microarchitectural features that inadvertently leak information, either by persistent microarchitectural state after squashing or by transmitting information to an attacker during the speculative phase. As shown by the example in Figure 1 (a), these two properties enable successful attacks: A secret is first accessed by a speculative load and subsequently leaked through a side-channel by a following transmitting instruction. Some stricter threat models also consider secrets as potentially residing in registers, i.e., a speculative load is not required to first access the secret [13, 40].

Early works, such as InvisiSpec [52] and Ghost Loads [39], provide solutions for mitigating the cache as a potential side-channel, but do not eliminate many other side-channels [17, 23, 36]. Later works, such as Speculative Taint Tracking (STT) [54], Non-speculative Data Access (NDA) [49], Delay-on-Miss [40], DAWG [25], and others, improve on previous work by either achieving better performance, securing more side-channels, or both. Some of the best performing works, such as GhostMinion [3] and speculative data oblivious (SDO) execution [53], are able to comprehensively mitigate Spectre at low performance overheads. However, they require significant overhauls of the core microarchitecture and, more importantly, of the memory hierarchy, which complicates hardware design and is often impractical. Modifications to the memory hierarchy quickly become complex, and hard to verify, as such solutions have to consider the interaction between cores and the impact on cache coherence and memory consistency.
We make the observation that previous secure speculation schemes that limit the implementation complexity to within the core itself, such as NDA and STT, inadvertently limits the available memory level parallelism (MLP) that can be exploited. Non-speculative Data Access (NDA) [49] offers several strategies for secure speculation. The one we focus on, called permissive propagation (NDA-P), propagates non-speculatively loaded values but delays the propagation of a speculatively loaded value until the load is determined to be non-speculative (Figure 1(b)). By not forwarding speculatively loaded values at all, NDA is able to comprehensively eliminate any-and-all speculative side-channel attacks that rely on speculatively acquired secrets, such as for universal read gadgets. The main drawback of NDA is that it delays all dependent instructions.

Speculative Taint Tracking (STT) [54] partially overcomes this limitation by tainting speculatively loaded data and instead preventing instructions that can be used as transmitters to be executed while their operands are tainted. STT enables instruction level parallelism (ILP), as dependent non-transmitting instructions are allowed to execute. However, STT does not issue more dependent loads than NDA, as loads transmit information (Figure 1(c)). Delay-on-Miss takes an alternative approach, allowing unobservable loads to complete as normal, even if they are dependent. If a load’s access is a hit in the L1 cache, the load creates no observable timing differences in the cache. DoM uses this insight to increase ILP, while also protecting secrets residing in registers. However, DoM is unable to achieve MLP, especially for the critical long-latency loads, as any access to the L2 cache and onwards would potentially leak the secret.

These techniques all provide different security guarantees, but limit the available MLP to some extent. Another approach exemplified by speculative data-oblivious execution (SDO) [53] is able to reclaim lost MLP by performing secret-independent prediction, specifically as an optimization on STT. By predicting where in the memory hierarchy a requested cache line resides, SDO makes the timing behavior of the load independent of speculatively-loaded values. However, more importantly, it does not do the same for the load’s address, which can still depend on speculatively loaded values. Because of this, considerable effort must be expended to change the memory hierarchy to ensure that the address never leaks. In many situations, such changes may not be practical. In contrast, our main contribution is to make the address of unsafe loads independent of speculatively loaded values, which means that we work with an unmodified cache hierarchy.

Instead of making loads timing-independent, we focus on assuring that the loads are secret-independent, by predicting their addresses, and preloading registers with the values of the predicted-address loads. We call these address-predicted loads, doppelgangers of the actual loads. The security of prediction based on non-speculative data has previously been demonstrated for data prefetching [39], value prediction [40], branch prediction [54], and execution latency prediction [53].

Predicting the address is safe as long as the predictor is trained on committed addresses, but the data fetched by an address predicted load might still contain a secret. Address predicted loads preload values into their target registers, and delay the propagation of ready data until the underlying scheme declares it safe, and the address has been verified. This ensures that potentially incorrect data is never released into the core, which removes the need to introduce squashing and rollback on mispredictions, such as for DoM with value prediction [40]. On an address misprediction, the actual load with the correct address is issued. Doppelganger Loads can be applied on top of many different secure speculation schemes, without affecting the threat model of the underlying scheme, i.e., Doppelganger Loads are threat-model transparent as we demonstrate in Section 4. In Section 5 we show how Doppelganger Loads can be efficiently implemented on the various secure speculation schemes in a complexity-effective, low-cost manner. Our results (methodology in Section 6 and evaluation in Section 7), summarized in Figure 1, show the performance degradation of a model implementation of NDA (NDA-P), DoM, and STT, as well as the performance gains from improving these implementations with address implementations.

\[^1\]replacement state in the L1 is updated retroactively.
2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Speculative side-channel mitigations have only existed for a short period of time, originating shortly after the initial publication of the Spectre attacks [26]. The computer architecture field has rapidly come up with novel strategies, such as invisible execution [52], taint-tracking [54], and shadow tracking [39], that use greatly different approaches to handle speculative side-channel attacks. When discussing prior work, however, it is important to keep in mind that different schemes have addressed different threat models, with different understandings of speculation and leaking secrets. We focus our discussion on NDA (permissive propagation), STT, and DoM. For the sake of brevity, we assume familiarity with speculative execution attacks.

2.1 Non-Speculative Data Access

Weisse et al. propose Non-speculative Data Access (NDA) [49] that aims to block speculative execution attacks at their source, by preventing them at the earliest feasible stage. They identify that in order to block attacks that acquire secrets from memory and transmit a secret speculatively, it is enough to delay speculative loads from propagating their results until they are non-speculative, as they are then bound to become architecturally visible. NDA refers to this strategy as permissive propagation, henceforth referred to as NDA-P. In terms of universal read gadgets, or other attacks that rely on speculatively acquiring a value from memory, this strategy blocks the leakage of secrets in a complexity-effective manner: By preventing the origin of secrets through a delayed propagation mechanism, all potential leakage of that secret is prevented.

This strategy has the benefit that all forms of transmitters are blocked without the need for evaluating what microarchitectural effects that might be observable, which is a very difficult task: Observability is partially microarchitecture dependent, and there might exist novel methods of transmitting information through previously thought unobservable units (see related work for more details on other attacks). However, the limitation of parallelism incurs heavy performance penalties, as all forms of dependent loads are blocked, and instruction-level parallelism is also prevented.

2.2 Speculative Taint Tracking

Speculative Taint Tracking (STT) [54] is proposed with the intent of blocking speculative side-channel attacks as universal read gadgets. Based on its threat model, STT’s mitigation strategy is based on preventing the transmission of speculatively accessed values. Notably, STT does not protect against secrets in registers. STT blocks explicit channels and implicit channels [54] that otherwise could transmit speculatively loaded values. To achieve this, STT taints the output of all speculative load instructions, untainting them only when they are no longer speculative, i.e., bound-to-commit, which STT calls “reaching the visibility point.” Taints propagate via the registers from input operands to the result.

Explicit channels are formed by instructions whose execution is observable, i.e., can transmit a secret in a side channel. STT prevents the transmission of secrets via explicit channels by selectively delaying instructions. More specifically, instructions which do not have tainted operands execute as normal, including transmitting instructions. Instructions that depend on tainted values can execute as normal if they are not transmitting, i.e., their execution is unobservable, or their observable execution is independent of the tainted value. Transmitting instructions that receive tainted inputs are delayed until they reach their visibility point.

Implicit channels are formed when speculatively loaded values indirectly change the execution of one or more instructions, and these changes are visible through a side channel. Implicit channels can be branches whose predicates depend on speculatively loaded values, or microarchitectural decisions that can be re-cast as implicit branches, such as store-to-load forwarding when the address of a store depends on a speculatively loaded value.

Because implicit channels may be combined with some form of prediction, STT further discerns implicit channels into prediction-based and resolution-based [54]. To prevent the transmission of secrets via prediction-based implicit channels, STT prevents tainted data from affecting the predictors. Respectively, for resolution-based implicit channels, STT delays (explicit and implicit) branch resolution until the branch’s predicate becomes untainted [54].

2.3 Delay-on-Miss

Delay-on-Miss (DoM) [40] instead aims to hide speculative execution, rather than blocking potentially dangerous speculative execution, separating it from NDA and STT. Under DoM, loads that are speculative, which is tracked through the use of shadows [39], are allowed to issue to the cache, but fail if they miss in the L1 cache, and are reissued once they are non-speculative. Coupled with a delayed replacement policy update, this makes loads that hit in the L1 cache unobservable, while enabling both independent and dependent memory accesses. Notably, as DoM does not discriminate between data acquired speculatively and non-speculatively when executing speculative instructions, it also protects secrets residing in registers. As DoM only protects the memory hierarchy, it can still leak secrets acquired both non-speculatively and speculatively through other side-channels, such as timing differences.

DoM was the first to propose using a non-speculatively updated prediction to speed up secure speculation. In particular, DoM used value prediction (VP) but it was later shown that it was not so successful in terms of accuracy and coverage, even with state-of-the-art VTAGE value predictors [34], and because it had to be validated in-order it did not yield significant improvement in MLP [41].

2.4 Motivation: Unlocking MLP

All the previously discussed schemes limit MLP in some way. For NDA-P and STT, independent loads can safely be issued, which is better than delaying all loads under speculation, but loads that base their address on the value of other loads are delayed until the older load is non-speculative. For DoM, any number of memory requests can be issued, but are only serviced if they hit in the L1 cache. Longer latency loads that reside in the lower levels of the cache hierarchy cannot be serviced or parallelized unless they are non-speculative, reducing the amount of available MLP. These schemes all introduce a limitation on what is already the bottleneck of modern processor performance: the memory wall [50]. Therefore, a logical solution to improve the performance of these schemes, especially in the cases where the schemes have a significant overhead, is to attempt to
improve MLP in a safe manner. Doppelganger Loads aim to increase MLP, by allowing dependent loads, that would normally be delayed in secure-speculation schemes, to issue using a predicted address that is not a function of speculatively loaded values.

3 THREAT MODELS

In this section, we describe the threat models that the underlying secure speculative execution schemes utilize. As there are some key differences between them, we aim to illuminate what they consider as part of the threat model, and the basic motivation for their individual threat models. Crucially, our Doppelganger Loads optimization can be applied to defenses that have different threat models.

What is common for the threat models we target, is that secrets are never transmitted as part of non-speculative execution, or more specifically, non-speculative leakage is out of scope for these schemes. There are many non-speculative attacks that are able to observe parts of program execution using contention in the memory hierarchy, but they are not part of these threat models.

3.1 Non-speculative Data Access and Speculative Taint Tracking

NDA [49] provides a detailed exploration of various threat models, and which actions are allowed without leaking potential secrets. For the purposes of this work, we focus on the NDA-P model, which aims to protect secrets in memory. This threat model is shared by STT [54], which was motivated by preventing the universal read gadget attacks that are feasible using Spectre.

The threat model assumes an adversary that can monitor all microarchitectural covert channels and can induce speculation from any part of the system, including simultaneous multithreading (SMT) and cross-cores. The list of covert channels includes the memory hierarchy, timing differences in execution, port contention, and control flow. The adversary is attempting to acquire data in memory it would not have access to non-speculatively, and then exfiltrate this information through a covert channel before the data access is squashed by the system. The authors of STT consider this to be the most dangerous form of attack, since it is capable of being used to form universal read gadgets, powerful attack tools that can read arbitrary data, essentially exposing all mapped-in memory.

NDA-P and STT both do not block the transmission of secrets that are already loaded in registers prior to speculation.

3.2 Delay-on-Miss

DoM [40], instead of focusing on all covert channels, assumes an adversary is aiming to exfiltrate a secret through observing the memory hierarchy. DoM’s threat model considers leakage through observable, secret-dependent execution of instructions that alter the memory hierarchy, but does not consider leakage through timing differences in execution, port contention, or control flow. Unlike NDA-P and STT, DoM’s threat model states that secrets might also reside in general purpose registers, and might have been acquired non-speculatively. DoM, STT, and NDA-P all consider speculatively acquired data being transmitted through the memory hierarchy as leakage, but DoM does not consider it as leakage if it is observable through other channels.

4 DOPPELGANGER LOADS

Having explained the underlying schemes, we now illustrate how they can be enhanced through the use of Doppelganger Loads, the address-predicted counterparts of unsafe loads.

4.1 Overview

Let us, for the moment, consider only load transmitters and cache side channels. Depending on which secure speculation scheme we consider, we discuss how other explicit and implicit side channels are treated, later on.

The key insight from NDA-P and STT is that a load is a potential transmitter when it receives as input an address that is dependent on speculatively loaded value(s). This is why, in both STT and NDA-P, a dependent load is not allowed to issue: In STT, a dependent load receives a tainted input for its address; in NDA-P, speculatively loaded values are not even propagated to other instructions to form addresses for dependent loads.

The key insight of our work is that if we can safely predict the addresses for such dependent loads, we can then issue them without leaking speculatively loaded values. By safely predicting addresses we mean that both the predictions and when those predictions are resolved, are completely independent of speculative data [54].

A Doppelganger Load stands in for a delayed dependent load by:

i) predicting the address of the dependent load,

ii) preloading the value into the load’s destination register, and

iii) propagating the preloaded value when the load becomes safe

(according to the underlying secure speculation model), if the predicted address matches the load’s resolved address; otherwise, issuing the load with its resolved address when it is safe according to the underlying secure speculation model.

4.2 Doppelganger Loads for NDA-P and STT

Let us consider the security for Doppelganger Loads when used in NDA-P and in STT. A doppelganger is supposed to stand in for a delayed dependent load that is a potential transmitter. But how do we know which loads are potential transmitters? The answer is that we don’t. We try to opportunistically produce a doppelganger for any load we can (details can be found in Section 5). If we fail to produce a doppelganger for a load, that load falls under the normal operation of the secure speculation scheme (NDA-P or STT).

Security is compromised if a dependent load is squashed as part of mis-speculated execution: If the dependent load has made any visible changes in the microarchitectural state, it may have leaked information that encodes a speculatively loaded value (a secret). Secure speculation models such as NDA-P and STT ensure that the execution of a dependent load will be delayed, so it will not make any microarchitectural changes before it gets squashed. However, its doppelganger may have made changes in microarchitectural state, i.e., its doppelganger might have missed in the cache.

To reason about the security of a doppelganger load we can view it as a new implicit channel, Figure 2, one that is both prediction-based and resolution-based, as defined by Yu et al. [54]. As a prediction-based implicit channel, it is eliminated by preventing speculative data from affecting the state of the predictor. As a resolution-based implicit channel, it is eliminated by delaying the effects of the implicit if until the predicate (ap!=r1) becomes non-speculative.
in other words, the address of the original load, \( r_1 \), becomes non-speculative (untainted in STT or propagated in NDA-P).

The implicit channel created by the doppelganger is safe since neither the address prediction nor its resolution are dependent on speculative values. Thus, the doppelganger itself does not leak any information.

Now let us consider if seeing only the doppelganger, i.e., the conventional load gets squashed, or if seeing both a mispredicted doppelganger and the load, i.e., the load commits and is on the correct path of execution, can leak any information.

First, we consider the case where a dependent load is squashed, but its doppelganger missed in the cache, i.e., made changes in the microarchitectural state. In this case, we are safe because the only information that has leaked is the predicted address, and that cannot depend on speculative values. Note that it does not matter if it is a “correct” or a “wrong” prediction (in the sense of matching the address of the load) because there is no way to tell.

Second, if a dependent load eventually commits, we might observe in the microarchitectural state two misses instead of one, but that does not constitute speculative information leakage. In order to observe two misses, one for the dependent load and one for its doppelganger, instead of just one, it is necessary for the dependent load to commit (become non-speculative) in which case all older instructions must have also committed (become non-speculative). Thus, it is impossible to infer an illegally-accessed speculative value just by seeing a dependent load and its doppelganger as two distinct misses, because that can happen only in correct execution.

### 4.3 Doppelgangers in other explicit or implicit channels

Changes affected by their doppelgangers (e.g., a cache miss with a wrong prediction) are inconsequential, as the address prediction cannot be dependent on speculatively loaded values. But can such doppelganger changes be employed to leak information in other explicit or implicit side-channels?

In STT, any prediction-based or resolution-based implicit channel (in which doppelgangers could be used as tracers) is secret-independent. In NDA-P, the same is ensured because of its no-propagation policy. In DoM, we discuss how we ensured it in Section 4.6. For example, in all three schemes, STT, NDA-P, and

```c
// Conventional load
PC1: load r2, [r1]

// Load with its Doppelganger
PC1: {
    ap = predict(PC1) // ap stored in LQ[PC1]
    load r2, [ap] // Doppelganger issues
    impl_if (ap != r1)
        load r2, [r1] // Load re-issues
}

if (r1 < size) {
    load r2, [r1]
    store r3, [r2]
    PC3: load r5, [r4] // load behaviour
}

impl_if (r2 == r4)
    r5 = r3
}

if (r1 < size) {
    load r2, [r1]
    impl_else
    store r3, [r2]
    load r5, [r4]
    PC3: load r5, [r4] // Load re-issues
}

impl_else
    load r5, [r4] // Load re-issues
}

(a) Store-to-load forwarding
(b) Implicit channel
(c) Doppelganger with store-to-load forwarding
```

---

**Figure 2:** A doppelganger load as an implicit channel. “ap” means address prediction and is stored in the LQ entry. Note that the doppelganger load and the re-issued load are one and the same instruction and use the same physical destination register.

---

DoM, we ensure that branches are taken and resolved in a secret-independent way. Thus, using doppelgangers to reveal the execution path, actually reveals the branch prediction, not any speculatively-loaded secret.

### 4.4 Doppelganger Loads and Store-to-load forwarding

Store-to-load forwarding (assuming memory dependence prediction [14, 31]) is another implicit channel (both prediction-based and resolution-based) as shown by Yu et al. [54], see Figure 3a and 3b. The interaction of doppelganger loads with store-to-load forwarding must not leak any information. Information leakage can happen, for example, if a store can make a doppelganger invisible by passing it the store value instead of letting it go to memory. In such a case, the attacker knows that the store address matches the predicted address. Because doppelganger loads are not delayed by the secure speculation mechanisms, preventing them from appearing can expose information that normally should be protected. Thus, doppelganger loads issue independently of store-to-load forwarding. Store-to-load forwarding takes place transparently by replacing the doppelganger preloaded value with the store value. This is similar to the store-to-load forwarding optimization proposed by Yu et al. [54], but for the doppelganger load. The combined store-to-load forwarding implicit channel with the doppelganger implicit channel is shown in Figure 3c. For correct store-to-load forwarding, we discern two cases:

---

**Figure 3:** Store-to-load forwarding with Doppelganger Loads.
A store with a resolved address matches the predicted doppelganger address: In this case the doppelganger is issued but the value that is preloaded into the register is that of the older resolved store, not the one that comes from memory. This happens transparently and cannot be observed, since the doppelganger does not propagate its results.

(2) A doppelganger bypasses older store(s) with unresolved addresses: In conventional store-to-load forwarding, a resolved address of an older store squashes all issued younger loads with the same address. This is not necessary for a doppelganger where the predicted address matches the store address, since the doppelganger does not propagate its results. Instead, it is enough for the store forwarding to override the doppelganger register preload.

In either case, the resulting behavior is that the doppelganger appears in memory but the resulting preloaded value is that of a matching older store (if there is one), not the value that comes from memory. The behavior of the actual load remains unaffected with respect to both the doppelganger and the store-to-load forwarding implicit channels.

Because a doppelganger does not propagate its preloaded (or store-to-load forwarded) value before its load would propagate its value under NDA-P or STT, the rest of the protection mechanisms of the underlying secure speculation scheme remain unaffected. Specifically, for STT and NDA-P, both implicit channel protections and explicit channel protections remain in full force and with full scope.

4.5 Doppelganger Loads and Memory Consistency

In general, memory consistency is maintained by allowing speculative reordering of instructions and squashing in case such reordering is observed by another core by invalidations that reach the L1 or core [20]. Invalidations snoop a core’s load queue (LQ) and squash matching loads that have executed out-of-order. This consists of an implicit channel [54]. The predicted address of a doppelganger load can be matched in the LQ by an invalidation, but the doppelganger itself is not squashed. The invalidation is noted and takes effect even if the preloaded data is propagated, if the doppelganger has executed out-of-order with respect to older loads. If the address of the doppelganger was mispredicted, then the invalidation is ignored. The load’s behavior, after the doppelganger validation, remains the same with respect to invalidations, as in the underlying secure speculation models.

4.6 Doppelganger Loads for DoM

In contrast to STT and NDA-P, DoM has no notion of dependent loads, but instead follows an entirely different philosophy. DoM prevents speculative load transmitters from leaking in the memory hierarchy side-channel, by simply delaying all microarchitectural change in the memory hierarchy (i.e., delaying L1 misses) until it is safe to do so. Furthermore, DoM does not distinguish between speculatively loaded secrets and non-speculatively loaded secrets, thereby providing register protection — STT and NDA-P do not.

Because of these differences, allowing a doppelganger (address-predicted) load to miss in DoM is predicated upon conditions that ensure that no leakage occurs, as per the DoM threat model.

Figure 4 demonstrates two examples of Doppelganger Loads in implicit channels. In the first example (Figure 4a), a secret is speculatively loaded into r1 (allowed by DoM), passed as a predicate to the if (similarly to [1, 2]) and leaked by allowing one of the two independent Doppelganger Loads to cause a miss on a distinct prediction address. DoM normally does not allow leakage through the memory hierarchy, so the same example would be protected. The second example (Figure 4b) is similar, but now shows how a non-speculative secret loaded in a register is leaked. Again, this breaks DoM’s register protection.

It is clear from these examples that one can use the visibility of doppelganger misses to leak DoM secrets via implicit channels. Such implicit channels can be formed by explicit branches (e.g., the if(r1) branch in Figure 4), by implicit branches (e.g., store-to-load forwarding as in Figure 3b), or the implicit channel of the doppelganger itself (see Figure 2). DoM does not protect against implicit channels by default, because it expects that all speculative change in the memory hierarchy will be delayed. Our insight is that DoM with Doppelganger Loads is vulnerable to implicit channels, as now there can be speculative change from the Doppelganger Loads.

In DoM, we must eliminate implicit channels while allowing address-predicted doppelgangers to effect changes in the memory hierarchy. We accomplish this as follows:

- The explicit branch channel is handled in the same way as proposed by Yu et al. [54] by resolving branches in order, i.e., only once a branch becomes non-speculative.
- The implicit doppelganger side-channel is handled by only resolving the impl_if(ap != r1) in Figure 2 and by only propagating preloaded values that missed in the L1 cache once the load becomes non-speculative. In other words: Doppelgangers that miss in the L1 cache behave as DoM misses by propagating only when the load is non-speculative; doppelgangers that hit in the L1 cache behave as DoM hits, propagating when the address is validated.
- Finally, the store-to-load forwarding side-channel is handled by never propagating store-to-load forwarded values until they would be visible by the underlying DoM scheme.

![Figure 4: Examples of Doppelganger Loads in implicit channels.](image-url)
5 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

First, we detail how Doppelganger Loads works when used with NDA-P. Implementations for STT and DoM differ slightly, and are discussed later. The goal of this section is to demonstrate that Doppelganger Loads can be implemented on top of secure speculation schemes with complexity-effective modifications of the existing apparatuses and negligible additional hardware cost.

Figure 5 shows an integrated address predictor employed on top of a slightly modified NDA-P scheme. The green and red components show the implementation of NDA-P, where if there exists unresolved speculation at the time that a load instruction enters rename, its destination registers are locked, as shown by ①. This prevents the register from being propagated, until the lock is freed.

Instead of using NDA’s speculative tracking within the ROB, we use *shadow tracking*, first proposed for Ghost Loads [39] and subsequently used in DoM [40]. For our purposes we focus on tracking speculation originating from unresolved control flow, and unresolved store addresses. When there are no such shadows for a given load, its output would normally be unlocked, as shown by ②, and then propagated to dependent instructions, as shown by ③.

The address predictor is integrated with the front-end and load queue (Figure 5). Load instructions are known at the decode stage of the processor. The address predictor is both indexed and tagged with the load PCs, as shown by ④. Full PC tags are used to prevent aliasing. The address predictor ⑤ is capable of processing as many PCs as there can be loads in the decode stage. The predicted addresses are sent to the load store unit (LSU), storing each prediction as the address of the associated load instruction in the load queue and setting the *predicted* bit, ⑥. The address predictor may fail to predict an address for a given PC, in which case no address is stored for the instruction and the predicted bit is not set.

In a given cycle, if there are fewer issued memory requests than the system is capable of issuing, available slots will be filled by predicted addresses, as shown by ⑦. Issued predicted addresses will set their corresponding load-queue entries to *executed*. Non-predicted addresses are always prioritized for execution, as, if we are on the correct path of execution, they are likely to be on the critical path.

When a load address is resolved (generated by an address generation unit) for a load with a doppelganger predicted address, a comparison is performed between the generated and the predicted address stored in the load queue, as shown by ⑧. If the addresses match, the prediction is correct and the predicted bit is unset. If the addresses do not match, the load queue entry is updated with the resolved address, and the executed and predicted bits are cleared. The load is replayed. Any response to the memory request that used the incorrect predicted address will be discarded.

If a response to a load using a predicted memory address comes to the core before the prediction is verified, the loaded value is written to the destination register of the load. However, the register is not propagated as ready until both the address is verified (i.e., the predicted bit is cleared), and the load is non-speculative, with speculation usually being the last to resolve ⑨. Note that this adds another check to the freeing mechanism of ⑨. If an older store instruction aliases with a doppelganger load, the store value is written to the preloaded register (instead of the memory value) without being propagated, ensuring correct store-to-load forwarding (see Section 4.4). Key to the security of the whole approach is that the address predictor is trained (updated) strictly by non-speculative loads when they commit (not shown in Figure 5).

5.1 Implementation Cost

The advantage of this scheme is multifold:

- A load and its doppelganger share the same load queue (LQ) entry, and by using the address slot in the LQ entry until the actual address is resolved, we ensure that predicted addresses use no additional space.
- The load and its doppelganger share the same physical destination register, which means rename is not modified and no additional registers are required. If the doppelganger is mispredicted, the preloaded value is always discarded before the load is re-issued, which results in requiring only one physical destination register at any given time.
- When the address prediction is correct, no extra resources are used, except those necessary for the address predictor.
• When the address prediction is incorrect, an extra address translation and memory request is issued, but no extra storage is necessary, and there is no need to squash any dependent instructions. This ensures that the penalty of incorrect address predictions remains small.
• The address predictor can be shared with a conventional strided prefetcher, with the only difference that the current address, instead of a future load address, being predicted.
• No modifications are needed to the memory hierarchy. A doppelganger access behaves exactly as any other memory access in the memory hierarchy.

The address predictor in this paper is deliberately chosen to deliver just the ground performance level that address prediction can provide. We do this to clearly establish the validity of our approach in relation to other approaches. There are many avenues worth exploring to further improve the benefit that such a scheme can provide, least of all by improving the coverage and accuracy of the predictor itself. We use a simple PC-based stride predictor that is unable to capture many address patterns that a more advanced predictor, such as for example a “bouquet” of predictors [33], would be able to find. However, it comes “for free” as it can be implemented simply as modification of an ubiquitously present PC-based stride prefetcher. More specifically, in “address prediction mode” the prefetcher is tasked to predict the address of the current instance of the load based on its history, while in “prefetching mode” it predicts future instances of the load based on the current (resolved) load address. Other changes may also be necessary for security, e.g., using full PC tags to prevent aliasing in prefetcher/predictor entries. Area saving optimizations such as the ones used in [45] can be used to cut down cost.

5.2 Modifications for STT
STT does not delay propagation at the source, but instead taints instruction output(s) and delays execution of transmitting instructions that depend on tainted data. The locking mechanism is still in-place for address-predicted loads. When a predicted load is verified to have the right address, it can be propagated immediately, but its data taints as it would normally under STT. If the prediction is incorrect, a load is issued if its operands are untainted, or whenever they become untainted. We investigate the performance impact of delaying address-predicted loads until they are non-speculative in Section 7.

5.3 Modifications for DoM
The original DoM does not delay the propagation of the output of any instruction, but instead delays speculative loads that miss in the L1 cache. The locking mechanism is in-place for only the address-predicted part of the load queue. The duration for which the lock remains locked depends on if the doppelganger hits in the L1 cache or not. If it hits in the cache, then the lock is released as soon as the predicted address is validated, i.e., corresponding to the same behavior as a conventional DoM load that hits in the L1 cache. If it misses in the cache, the lock is only released once the corresponding load becomes non-speculative, i.e., at the same time as a conventional load that missed in the L1 cache is re-issued according to DoM.

To protect DoM from implicit channels, all branches are resolved in order and the second load of mispredicted doppelgangers are only issued once the load is non-speculative. We achieve this without introducing any taint tracking mechanisms, instead relying solely on the existing DoM shadow tracking mechanism to: i) delay branch resolution until a branch is no longer covered by a shadow; and ii) delay the issuing of the load of a mispredicted doppelganger until the load is no longer under a shadow. This mechanism is similar to how DoM, delays non-predicted loads that miss in the L1 cache. This protects DoM with Doppelganger Loads from implicit channels in the form of: i) explicit branches dependent on a secret; ii) implicit store-to-load forwarding branches; and iii) implicit doppelganger address-prediction branches.

6 METHODOLOGY
To compare our scheme to the current state-of-the-art, we implement NDA-P, STT, and DoM in a common simulation infrastructure using the gem5 [11] simulator, version 22. We use the SPEC CPU2006 [15] and CPU2017 [16] benchmark suites, as a representative for single-threaded programs. We run all inputs for each benchmark. We run detailed simulations using the out-of-order (o3) CPU, in both cases using simulation points. The simulation points were taken using simpoint profiling [44] of the first 100 billion instructions, with up to five simpoints per benchmark run, in which simpoint intervals were 100 million instructions and a warm-up period of one million instructions was present before execution. SPEC CPU2006 was run using the syscall emulation mode, while SPEC CPU2017 was run using the full system mode.

We configure the gem5 o3 CPU to resemble the hardware configuration of the IceLake CPU, including properties such as ROB size, decode width, and load queue size. Additionally, we change some other properties within the default configuration for gem5 to be in line with current high performance processor, such as increasing the amount of MSHRs for the L1 instruction and data caches from four to sixteen (Table 1).
We evaluate the following schemes:

- **Unsafe Baseline**: A baseline out-of-order processor that is not protected from speculative side-channel attacks. Secrets can leak through explicit and implicit channels.
- **Unsafe Baseline + Address Prediction**: Same as baseline, but with address prediction enabled, to show the performance gain for non-secure speculative execution schemes.
- **NDA-P**: Independent speculative loads are allowed to issue to memory as normal, and complete, but value propagation is delayed until the load is non-speculative.
- **NDA-P + Address Prediction**: Same as NDA-P, but with address prediction enabled. Loads cannot propagate before address is verified and load is non-speculative.
- **STT**: Speculative Taint Tracking mechanism enables speculative loads to complete, but taints the destination registers. Taints propagate through instructions. Tainted registers cannot be used for explicit or implicit channels.
- **STT + Address Prediction**: As STT, but with address prediction enabled. An address predicted loaded value propagates and taints as soon as the prediction is verified and gets untainted once the input operand is untainted.
- **DoM**: Speculative loads are issued to memory as normal, but are delayed if they miss in the L1 cache, and re-issued once they are non-speculative.
- **DoM + Address Prediction**: As DoM, but with address prediction enabled. Correctly predicted loads that hit in the L1 cache propagates as soon as the address is verified. Correctly predicted loads that miss in the cache propagates when the load becomes non-speculative.

In all evaluated schemes, speculation is tracked through the use of control and data shadows [39, 40] and feature a PC-based stride prefetcher with an 8-way associative, 1024-entry structure. Designs with address prediction have both a prefetcher and address predictor that share the same sized prefetcher structure, as described in Section 5.1.

7 EVALUATION

Our main performance results are shown in Figure 6. The first set of benchmarks belong to the SPEC CPU2006 suite, while the second set of benchmarks, belong to the SPEC CPU2017 suite. Some benchmarks belonging to these suites did not run on the unsafe baseline processor due to various issues, and are therefore excluded from the evaluation.

As shown by the geometric mean (GMEAN), address prediction provides a noticeable speedup for all the surveyed secure schemes. NDA-P achieves secure execution at 88.7% of baseline performance, while address prediction improves performance to 93.5% of baseline, reducing the average slowdown by 42.0%. STT, which has the least slowdown of the three evaluated schemes at 90.5%, achieves a similar speedup, improving performance to 95.1% with address prediction, reducing the slowdown of the scheme by 48.2%. Note that the simpler NDA-P with address prediction outpaces the more complex STT. DoM, which has the lowest performance at 81.8% of baseline, improves to 87.3% with address prediction, reducing the total slowdown by 30.3%.

**Unsafe Baseline + AP**: We also evaluate enabling address prediction for the unsafe baseline, but this achieves a geometric performance improvement of 0.5% (thus, this case is omitted from the graphs). Similar register prefetching, by Shukla et al., demonstrates that address prediction [5] gives modest gains [45]. Address prediction does not always enhance a conventional OoO core but, in our case, it has the potential to recover MLP that is lost due to security.

**Coverage and Accuracy**: Figure 7 shows the address predictor coverage and accuracy for DoM-AP as a representative for all the schemes. The geometric coverage and accuracy are all within 1% of each other between the evaluated schemes, as are the results for individual benchmarks, which is expected as address prediction is trained on the same non-speculative data (i.e., correct path execution), and encounters the same instructions, with only minor timing differences. For nearly all benchmarks, the accuracy of the predictor remains very high, typically at or above 90%. For a few, such as xalanbmk_s and exchange2_s, the accuracy is noticeably lower, down to just under 60% and 80%, respectively.

A limitation of our naïve address predictor is its low coverage. At most, benchmarks achieve a 49% coverage (hammer), while the majority of benchmarks are around the geometric mean of 35% coverage. The low coverage is especially difficult in benchmarks such as ncf (9%), in which the low coverage means that despite the relatively high accuracy of the predictor, there is only a limited performance improvement. Generally speaking, the higher coverage correlates positively with the performance gain from address prediction, although this varies. However, looking at the predictor performance and the overall performance of address prediction, there is no clear correlation, e.g., astar has more than 35% of all loads correctly predicted, yet receives only a very minor performance gain.

We highlight two benchmarks, omnetpp_s and xalanbmk_s, which experience a performance penalty with address prediction. For omnetpp_s, the slowdown (0.4% for NDA, 1.2% for STT, and 1.5% for DoM) is due to the around 10% increase in L2 accesses, which indicates that the predictor is negatively affecting the amount of useful data in the L1 cache. For xalanbmk_s, the slowdown is caused by the notable increase in L1 traffic. For this benchmark, the coverage remains decent, but the accuracy is very low, indicating that the benchmark is not amenable to this form of address prediction. The result is a large increase in the amount of traffic to the L1 cache, which negatively impacts the performance of DoM (-3.2%) while still improving the performance of NDA (+1.9%) and STT (2.7%). Although coverage and accuracy are shared across the three schemes, DoM is uniquely dependent on hitting in the L1 cache to achieve high performance, and the flooding of the cache incurs a performance detriment.

Some benchmarks achieve only a minor speedup with address prediction, such as sjeng, gromacs, and wrf, and a majority of the CPU2017 suite. The lack of improvement to most of the SPEC2017 suite is largely because the default schemes already have a low overhead on these benchmarks. For bzip2 and gcc, there is a considerable speedup for all schemes, and a noticeable increase in the L1 cache accesses. Importantly, there is no increase in the number of accesses to the L2 cache, indicating that address-predicted loads to the L2 cache and further down the memory hierarchy are generally correct. Unlike with xalanbmk_s for DoM+AP, this increase is not enough to negatively affect the performance of the L1 cache.
For GemsFDTD there is a noticeable performance difference between DoM and the other two schemes. As DoM is normally unable to access L2, this indicates that address prediction is capable of providing additional speculative MLP in limited forms for GemsFDTD.

The standout benchmark for address prediction is libquantum, which recovers 77-88\% of total baseline performance with simple address prediction. As evidenced in the lack of increase in the number of accesses to the L2 cache, and the very minor increase in accesses to the L1 cache, this is because the address predictor is able to accurately predict the addresses of critical loads, reflected in its high coverage and quite high accuracy.

Overall, address prediction as employed in this work demonstrates no significant benefits for the baseline but highlights its usefulness for the secure speculation schemes. Normally, a core should make available as much MLP as possible, but the constraints imposed by secure speculation severely constrain it. Address prediction recovers a sizable part of the MLP in a safe, threat-model transparent, way.
8 RELATED WORK
A closely related work is SDO [53], which introduces data-oblivious execution in STT by using prediction (non-speculatively trained). Specifically, SDO allows loads (oblivious loads) to speculatively access a value from a predicted location in the cache hierarchy, continuing execution with null-operators in the case of a mispredict, and not squashing before the squashing is non-speculative.

Our approach differs in many ways:

- The SDO design paradigm requires changes to the memory hierarchy — instead, we investigate how a prediction can unlock more MLP with changes only to the core.
- Because, in SDO, the addresses of the predicted loads can be secret value dependent, care must be taken so that predicted accesses are not visible in the memory hierarchy under any circumstances. This introduces significant complexity in the memory hierarchy implementation details. In contrast, in our approach, predicted addresses are secret value independent, and we can safely release them out in the open, including into the memory hierarchy.
- Oblivious loads require additional buffering — instead Doppelganger Loads preload the target register of the load.
- SDO introduces a new kind of predictor (cache-level prediction) — instead, we rely on existing predictors such as the ubiquitous PC-based stride prefetcher.
- Even with correct prediction, oblivious loads may need validation with one additional access because of memory consistency issues [53], similarly to the validation of invisible loads in InvisiSpec [52], thus, introducing further complexity. In contrast, address prediction for Doppelganger Loads does not raise any consistency issues.

There exist other approaches to recover some lost performance, both compiler-based [48, 56] and hardware-based [55].

InvarSpec [56] identifies instructions that are guaranteed to commit regardless of the outcome of speculation and lifts the defenses for these instructions. However, recent work [2] shows that it can be vulnerable to speculative interference attacks [8]. Tran et al. [48] use compile-time instruction re-ordering for early evaluation of conditions and addresses to enable the hardware to remove the control and exception shadows as early as possible. Compiler-based approaches are beyond the scope of our work.

Other approaches aim to ameliorate mitigation costs associated with speculative memory re-ordering (memory shadows). Pinned Loads [55] resolves memory violations as early as possible so that loads reach their visibility point earlier; Tran et al. [48] propose using non-speculative load-reordering [37] for the same reason. These works are orthogonal to our approach and can be employed on memory shadows as deemed necessary.

Proposals must also be validated against forms of attacks and vulnerabilities, such as, store-to-load forwarding [54], Speculative Interference [8], Reorder Buffer Contention [2], unXpec [28], DOIN! [1], and DOLMA [30]. For Doppelganger Loads specifically, two types as important: attacks that use a secret-dependent branch for DoM [1, 2], that could inspire an attacker to leak a value by a secret-dependent prediction, yet we answer how this can be mitigated in Section 4.6, and store-to-load forwarding where it can make a doppelganger invisible by passing it the store value instead of letting it go to memory, yet we also answer that in Section 4.4.

Address Prediction: Address prediction was examined as an approach to hide load-access latency in in-order pipelines [9, 18] and to issue loads with unresolved addresses early [21]. More recently, Alves et al. use early address prediction to detect potential load-load reuse before the rename stage, thereby saving energy and time by using the physical register file as an indirect L0 cache [5]. Such research shows the value of knowing addresses early in the pipeline, and expounds on the much more regular nature of addresses compared to values [21]. The closest address prediction work to our work is “Register File Prefetching” [45] which shares many of the same characteristics (but ours yields lower performance for the baseline, considering the methodology—simulator, configuration, simpoints—and predictor configuration differences). To the best of our knowledge, however, ours is the first work that uses address prediction to enable safe execution of delayed loads in multiple secure speculation schemes, by ensuring that their addresses are independent of any speculatively-loaded secret.

Value Prediction: Unlike address prediction, value prediction suffers from predicted values being propagated before validation, incurring squashes on mispredicted values. Additionally, addresses are easier to predict than values [32, 43].

9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduce the Doppelganger Loads architecture, which enables dependent loads to be safely speculatively executed by predicting their addresses, thereby improving memory level parallelism (MLP) of secure speculation schemes that otherwise limit the MLP. We show that Doppelganger Loads can be integrated in existing secure schemes without changing the underlying threat model, i.e., Doppelganger Loads are threat-model transparent. Furthermore, we show how Doppelganger Loads can be implemented at low cost and complexity, without requiring any modifications to the memory hierarchy. Finally, our results show that a simple strided prefetcher can be used for address prediction to improve the performance of three secure speculation schemes, NDA-P, STT, and DoM. The potential to further improve performance by using a more advanced address predictor is left for future work.
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